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BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT
§ Funded by the AHRC
§ Collaboration between departments of History, English and 

Sociological Studies, the HRI and content provider 
ProQuest

§ AIM: user-centred approach to search design using the 
Thomason tracts as the test dataset

§ OBJECTIVES: digitising the test dataset, Participatory 
Design approach, produce and evaluate resource 

§ Working with researchers in History, English Literature, 
English Language/Linguistics, Politics & Journalism



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What is the role of search within humanities research methodology: 
how is it used across different subject domains, what are its current 
deficiencies and what impact does it have on research results?

2. How is the design of search conditioned by practical, technical 
considerations, such as the digital format of a dataset or the 
viewpoint of content creators?

3. What would constitute good search design within the humanities 
community and how would such design support and transform 
research methodology?



CURRENT KNOWLEDGE & ISSUES
1. Research Information Network. (2011) Reinventing research? Information 

practices in the humanities.
§ Mixed practices – researchers using a variety of resources to complement research

2. School of Library, Archive and Information Studies, UCL. (2007) If You 
Build It Will They Come? The LAIRAH Study: Quantifying the Use of 
Online Resources in the Arts and Humanities through Statistical Analysis 
of User Log Data.

3. School of Library, Archive and Information Studies, UCL. (2007) The Master                
Builders: LAIRAH Research on Good Practice in the Construction of 
Digital Humanities Projects.
§ Users should be the focus of digital resource development



METHODOLOGY
3 - PHASE PARTICIPATORY DESIGN PROCESS

1. Conduct a landscape survey of current search practices 
within arts and humanities research methodology and 
focus group sessions

2. Develop a search interface for the test dataset using 
Design Group sessions, involving users throughout 
entire development cycle

3. Evaluate the search interface using test research 
questions



SURVEY RESULTS

§ Online Academic Research Practice Survey March-May 2012
§ Sent to academic staff & PhD students at 50 UK universities
§ Target of 500+ responses achieved
§ Sampling criteria: 

• Representatives from History, English Literature, English 
Language and Linguistics, Politics and Journalism

• PhD students, post docs, researchers, lecturers, senior 
lecturers, readers, professors

DATA COLLECTION



SURVEY RESULTS
WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT ROLE?



SURVEY RESULTS
WHAT IS YOUR RESEARCH DISCIPLINE?



SURVEY RESULTS
EMERGENT FINDINGS

Comparing online and offline search strategies:
Ø Search components
Ø Digital catalogues and indexes
Ø Digital collections and specialist databases
Ø Search engines

Time factors:
Ø Time available to conduct searches
Ø Judging when a search is “complete”
Ø Time spent offline vs. online (disciplinary differences)



SURVEY RESULTS
KEY THEMES

1. KNOWING WHAT YOU’VE GOT TO WORK WITH, QUALITY & VALIDITY

§ Navigation in web searching
§ Search interface
§ Search function
§ Quality/validity issues
§ Knowledge of research area and resources
§ Understanding digital resources behind the scenes



SURVEY RESULTS
IF WEB RESOURCES OFFER INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THEIR 
SEARCH FUNCTION WHAT DO YOU NORMALLY DO?



SURVEY RESULTS
KEY THEMES

2. ONLINE VS. OFFLINE PRACTICE

§ Online to offline searching
Ø “online sources are often incomplete/unreliable. I’ve learned to check 

printed sources to fill the gaps”
Ø Online archival catalogues invaluable to identifying targets for primary 

sources, and advance preparation prior to visiting archives – saves 
huge amounts of time in archives and thus expenses”

§ Scoping
Ø “the web is often quicker at letting you know how easy or otherwise it’s 

going to be to find something out and how widespread or popular 
certain knowledge is”



SURVEY RESULTS
KEY THEMES

2. ONLINE VS. OFFLINE PRACTICE CONT.

§ Access – researchers working increasingly online
Ø “up to date research is often not immediately digitised”
Ø “while I prefer the experience of reading hardcopy the accessibility of 

web-based sources is invaluable”

§ Keyword searching
Ø “Speed. In perhaps a minute I can search all 110 texts (30,000 pdf

pages) for keywords and phrases”
Ø “allows you to search the content rather than just the title. So you can 

discover … sources that superficially may not seem relevant i.e. 
misleading title, or poor choice of keywords to classify it”



SURVEY RESULTS
KEY THEMES

2. ONLINE VS. OFFLINE PRACTICE CONT.

§ Browsing/serendipity
Ø “while web-based work is important, browsing shelves allows exposure 

to topics one would not normally see/engage with. Specificity of web 
search can be a problem in this regard”

Ø “you can often get more from a physical object as layout is informative, 
and you find useful things you would not have thought to look for”

§ Interface



SURVEY RESULTS
KEY THEMES

3. AWARENESS OF RESOURCES

§ Keeping up to date
Ø “a better knowledge of tools available of relevance to humanities –

those which are genuinely useful, rather than techno-gimmicks”
§ Sharing knowledge of new/existing resources and best practice
Ø “greater knowledge of how other researchers…conduct their research”
Ø “access to current discussion – perhaps an online forum”
Ø “new websites mostly show up through word of mouth e.g. I’ve told at 

least a dozen friends about the Anglo-American Legal Heritage website 
with 6 million images of PRO documents online free – not one had 
heard of it”



FOCUS GROUPS
DATA COLLECTION
§ Participant selection
§ Pilot focus group in Sheffield
§ 3 focus groups in London, Sheffield and York June–July 2012
§ 3 – 4 participants per group

KEY THEMES
Ø TRANSPARENCY
Ø ACCESS
Ø RESEARCH COMMUNITY



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

1. TRANSPARENCY

§ Content and extent of resource
Ø “it’s important to be aware of what is and isn’t there and what you’re 

missing and how representative things are that you’re looking at which 
is sometimes difficult to tell from just the online site even if it’s a very 
reputable one, you can’t quite be sure”

Ø “sometimes it matters sometimes it doesn’t but often you may assume 
that was when [something] was first published when in fact that’s not the 
case and you may not need to see the original but it would be important 
to know that it wasn’t the original”



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

1. TRANSPARENCY

§ Contextualisation
Ø “it’s fine to have the text of this Anglo Saxon bit of writing but for me to 

get the most out of it I really do need to know which words are at the 
end of the line because that explains what’s going on in the text … the 
whole positioning of everything is very useful and important”

Ø “just the physical form of a document sometimes is part of what you’re 
asking about it I mean I look at guide books to zoos and maybe you 
want to know how big it was how it would feel if you were carrying it 
round how would you have physically used it”



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

1. TRANSPARENCY

§ Defining the resource
Ø “even though I might not use that all the time I think having access to 

metadata and what’s behind the scenes is always a good thing”
Ø “certainly the value of metadata and more expansive data is highly 

valuable cos you can never fully kind of pre-empt or envisage what 
kinds of searches people will want to construct”



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

1. TRANSPARENCY

§ Search functionality
Ø “I’ve had cases where I’m not sure what I was supposed to type whether 

it’s a name of a person or a keyword”
Ø “[I use] PASE, Prosopography of Anglo Saxon England, and that’s odd 

because it took me ages to work out how to search for something cos
you’ve got buttons and it turns out that if you press them a little drop 
down thing does come in and you can enter what you want to look for 
but it’s not obvious it’s a lot easier if you’ve got a text box and a go 
button”



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

2. ACCESS

§ Remote access
Ø “I’m not here in the UK all the time so it’s really important to get 

materials outside the UK”
Ø “sometimes practicalities maybe dictate what you do as much as the 

ideal would be to go to the archive but certainly myself I find I use quite 
a lot of digitised stuff because … it’s something you can do in an hour 
wherever you are whereas I can’t always get to the British Library or the 
National Archive”



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

2. ACCESS

§ Pathways and layering
Ø “the projects that I have been involved with and led I’ve always tried very 

hard to create multiple forms of access to the data so you can have the 
digitised document but you can also have an English summary of it 
and… keywords for searching… it’s layering… people have different 
logics and so you have to cater for that with more than one process of 
navigation”

Ø I don’t actually agree with that [providing no apparatus with digital 
resources] and it’s not just about my own access to that material it’s 
about how that’s then going to be used by wider communities of 
scholarship 



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

2. ACCESS

§ Browsing
Ø “you can’t kind of flick through and find things as easily you have to 

know where you’re getting to I think”
Ø “if the collection the dataset is somehow manageable in size simply 

having the browser function where you can one by one click through 
every record might sometimes be useful too”



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

2. ACCESS

§ Problems
Ø “a lot of people working in all kinds of areas are finding more material 

but there are dangers obviously associated with that and you can lose 
context but it certainly has made a lot of things possible”

Ø “I suppose the danger with the ease of access is the fact that it’s just on 
your screen in front of you, you stop asking some of the questions you 
would ask if you went to an archive about a primary source”



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

3. RESEARCH COMMUNITY

§ Own knowledge
Ø “Huffington Post uses search engine optimisation where they basically 

trick things into giving them higher ranking, you have to find ways to 
discount that so if you don’t know how a tagging ranking works behind 
the scenes or if you don’t have confidence in it your research will be 
flawed and if you ignore it someone else will point out how flawed your 
research is”

Ø “Old English isn’t standardised language, it doesn’t have standardised 
spelling or anything like that so you have to be quite ingenious with the 
spellings that you think will come up to be sure that you’re going to hit 
everything”



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

3. RESEARCH COMMUNITY

§ Sharing knowledge
Ø “we all know the resources that we work with, we’ve developed the 

shortcuts we all know the secret ways of getting to the bits of material 
that we really want and … I do try to share that experience with my 
students or whoever, there are all kinds of little techniques and hints you 
can give people”

Ø “I would have to keep these references myself anyway and it’s only a 
little bit more work to put them up”



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

3. RESEARCH COMMUNITY

§ Leaving traces
Ø “user input is quite important in that users can leave a trace of what they 

were doing whether that’s by keyword tagging and have … a keyword 
cloud or commenting or other types of interaction and contribution for 
me that’s an important aspect

Ø you could have a Wikipedia sort of set up where you find something that 
doesn’t have a tag that you think it should have and you add it



FOCUS GROUPS
KEY THEMES

SEARCH IDEALS

§ Improving the search journey
Ø Orientation within the resource – shortlisting and breadcrumbs
Ø Managing data – technical requirements
Ø Traces – adding information for yourself and other users
Ø Technical requirements - zoom

§ Simplicity
Ø Functionality – how much is too much?



CONCLUSION

KEY FINDINGS & RELATING THESE TO SEARCH
§ TRANSPARENCY
§ ACCESS
§ RESEARCH COMMUNITY

§ CONTENT PROVIDER INTERVIEWS
§ DESIGN GROUPS

NEXT STEPS
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